**SIDELINE DOPE**

By J.M.P.

**Newspaper**—Touchdowns: Jeffords (3), Swinick (3), Swinick, Carolina. Officials—Referee: Strogonoff (Chicago) umpire; Perry (Sewanee) back judge. Time of periods 15 minutes.

Rogers started things right when he returned the kick-off and kept them "right" till the end of the game.

If anyone doubts that it was a passing game, look at the statistics. They show that 39 or 40 passes were thrown. The figures don't lie, but we might have missed a few.

Those who fear back to the time of the Rogers-Johnson combination, found it duplicated today in the Rogers and Jeffords team. Both Stills were on their teams one touchdown in great style and the other pulling them in.

The Honorable Red Swinick added 3 extra points after the touchdowns. TheM.

Marion, the other of the Swinick duo, lived up to his reputation as one of the best ends in the State, both on offensive and defensive. The big fellow sailed under the pass like a race horse.

Woodruff booted a mighty kick on the choice for free kick. He made 60 yard long on the deal. In addition he put back punts like chained lightning. In opinion he holds the record for getting off a barby.

Hunter of P. C. played a handy game and ran his team in fine shape until he was taken out for injury to any Carolina fans. Their work today deserves the highest praise.

Rogers grabbed Stamps dropkick and ran it back like a house afire.
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**Game'cks Trounce P.C. In Swift Aerial Game**

(Continued from Page One)

The Blue-stocks were not completely out-classed by the Garnet and Black. Miller—great credit for them. After the Birds had made their two touchdowns, P. C. opened an aerial attack. They won one and we swept them up. Stamps was the main cog in their passing attack. He rivaled Bill Rogers with his classy passing and can get them off wide surrounded by opponents. The success of the Clarensians in making first downs was due mainly to the passing, but to the receiving ... many times to catch them, Hunter and Walker out-standing.

**P.C. Attack Strong**

Near the last of the game P. C. began a deep肺ing passing attack and made some beautiful plays. Standing on his fifty yard line, Stamps shot a pass to Walker which carried the ball to Carolina's one yard line. The play was off side and lead to be called back, but it was strenuous enough from the spectators and several in the Carolina section shouted to the referee to "let 'em have it."

The Carolina backfield. Bill Rogers was outstanding. His passing was superb and he called the plays accurately. A mighty pass of ends, Swinick and Holmes, wonmill. Stamps in passing and Seltzer and Captain Long at tackles held the line together tightly.

Beside the great Stamps for P. C., the playing of Griffith and Kiven was evident in the line and that of Brown in the backfield. Sister and Walker went good ends.

The puning of both teams was of high order. Winfry made a 36 yard punt and made some blood-curdling music. Melton was out after an illness which prevented his going to Greenville and was given passes a loud cheer when he appeared in his sideline two.

**Summary**

Hollonhead J.E. Stevens
Long L.T. Witherspoon
Gunter L.G. Rucker
Boyd C. Kiven
Adel ——
Woodley
Seldman
Gray
M. Swinick L.R. Timmons
Rogers ———— C. Hunter
Jeffords L.H.
Wingfield R.H.
S. Swinick
Wilson

Carolina scored 3 first downs to seven for P. C. The Birds chalked up eight of the first-and-tenth variety in the first half and five in the last two periods. First downs in the Carolina half were distributed four and...